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ABSTRACT: Double-stranded DNA is among the stiﬀest
biopolymers, whose bending propensity crucially inﬂuences
many vital biological processes. It is not fully understood
which among the two most likely forces, electrostatic selfrepulsion or the compressive base pair stacking, plays a
dominant role in determining the DNA’s unique rigidity.
Diﬀerent theoretical and experimental studies led so far to
contradictory results on this issue. In this Communication,
we address this important question by means of Molecular
Dynamics (MD) simulations using both atomistic and
coarse-grained force ﬁelds. Using two independent sets of
calculations, we found that electrostatic and nonelectrostatic
eﬀects play a comparable role in maintaining DNA’s stiﬀness. Our ﬁndings substantially diﬀer from predictions of
existing theories for DNA rigidity and may indicate that a
new conceptual understanding needs to be developed.

ccurate descriptions of DNA ﬂexibility both in vivo and in
vitro remain a signiﬁcant challenge for both experimentalists
and theoreticians.1 Surprisingly, despite active research and the
signiﬁcant progress made in this ﬁeld during several past decades,
there is still a debate as to which physical force, or forces play a
dominant role in maintaining DNA’s rigidity.1 This issue is
important because many vital biological processes are critically
inﬂuenced by the bending propensity of the DNA molecule. For
example, a meter-long DNA molecule compacts by many order
of magnitudes and folds into a chromatin inside of a eukaryotic
nucleus of several micrometers in diameter.2 Because DNA chain
is a highly charged semiﬂexible macromolecule with a persistence
length of 50 nm at physiological conditions (see below), it is
expected that the compaction is accompanied by neutralization
of its charges and the optimal distribution of the incurred
bending penalty along the DNA chain. These two processes
are accomplished to a signiﬁcant extent through the formation of
the DNA protein complex, a nucleosome, by association of the
DNA with positive histone proteins. In addition to that, surrounding aqueous salt atmosphere (mobile ions) controls the
neutralization of the remaining charge of the nucleosomal DNA
and also the charge of the protein-free linker DNA connecting
adjacent nucleosomes. Hence, better understanding of the
physical mechanism behind DNA’s rigidity, and the ways that
it can be regulated by ions, small molecules, and other biological
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molecules, would help to gain deeper insights into the chromatin
folding problem. Similarly, more thorough understanding of this
issue may allow more controlled artiﬁcial manipulation of DNA
stiﬀness, for example, via protonating the negatively charged
phosphate groups and/or altering the base pair interactions, in
applications such as gene therapy, where artiﬁcial condensation
and packaging of DNA is required.1
From a physical perspective, DNA may be thought of as a
highly charged polyelectrolyte carrying a charge of 2e per basepair. Thus, it may be natural to assume that the main contribution
to DNA’s stiﬀness comes from the intramolecular repulsion
among the negatively charged phosphates that are part of the
molecule’s backbone, resulting in a locally rigid but globally
ﬂexible structure. On the other hand, a double-stranded DNA
molecule is stabilized by compressive base-pair stacking forces
which act very strongly against even moderate variations in DNA
shape. While these two eﬀects, electrostatic charge repulsion and
stacking compression, are commonly believed to be the most
likely contributions to DNA stiﬀness, it is not understood which
of them is the dominant one, or to what extent they balance each
other. As brieﬂy outlined below, various theoretical treatments of
DNA rigidity, as well as related experimental works which study
DNA shape and ﬂexibility, lead to contradictory results, leaving
this important issue unresolved. In the current Communication, we address this problem computationally by means of
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations at two scales. As elaborated below, we utilize two related coarse-grained (CG) DNA
models, one for the normally charged DNA, which was developed in a recent work3 (see Figure 1), and another one for
the hypothetical uncharged DNA, which was systematically
derived here from the corresponding atomistic MD simulations. We take advantage of combining fully atomistic and coarsegrained MD simulations and obtain a new set of interesting results
which challenge current understanding of the physical origin of
DNA’s rigidity.
The most important large-scale characteristic of a semiﬂexible
polymer is its persistence length.4 Various experimental techniques indicate approximately 50 nm for the persistence length of
the double-stranded DNA at physiological conditions.1 The
impact of the surrounding aqueous salt atmosphere on the
DNA conformational ﬂexibility was previously addressed by
the celebrated theory of Odijk and Skolnick and Fixman5
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Figure 1. A chemically accurate two-bead coarse-grained model of the
DNA with explicit mobile ions3 was extensively used in this study. Blue
dashed lines indicate eﬀective interactions which represent a superposition of stacking and base pairing among two polynucleotides. To
elucidate the role of electrostatics in mediating DNA rigidity, we
continuously reduced residual DNA charges without change of solvation
and measured DNA’s persistence length. Another set of results for the
fully uncharged DNA was obtained from the related all-atom MD
simulations. The subsequent coarse-graining of the latter atomistic
model is structurally identical to the depicted model. See the text and
Supporting Information for details.

(OSF), which states that persistence length of the DNA (or
other polyelectrolyte) consists of two additive contributions,
inherent (elastic) one and the contribution caused exclusively
by the electrostatic self-repulsion. OSF theory predicts that
DNA’s persistence length is nearly independent of the concentration of the surrounding mobile ions after ∼0.05 M, which
is consistent with some experimental observations.6 Hence,
OSF theory suggests a relatively small eﬀect of DNA electrostatics in determining its rigidity in biologically relevant environments. Speciﬁcally, at physiological conditions, the ’electrostatic’ persistence length constitutes less than ∼10% (∼5 nm)
of the total DNA persistence length. This suggests that DNA’s
stiﬀness originates predominantly via the base-pair stacking
interactions.
OSF theory has recently been challenged by conceptually
diﬀerent theory for DNA stiﬀness proposed by Manning,7 which
predicts that the persistence length of the ‘null isomer of DNA’, a
hypothetical structure of the DNA in the absence of DNA
residual charges, constitutes only ∼7 nm, or just ∼14% of the
persistence length of the normally charged DNA under physiological conditions. This suggests that the dominant contribution
to the DNA stiﬀness comes from the repulsion of DNA charges,
more precisely, from the ’electrostatic tension’ within the DNA
helix.7 It must be noted, at the same time, that ’electrostatic’ and
’nonelectrostatic’ persistence lengths are not additive within
Manning’s approach, and numerical values for them (∼7 and
∼43 nm, respectively), which follow from such a nominal
decomposition may not be applicable to arbitrary polyelectrolytes of the same linear charge density. Nevertheless, there are
experimental studies which support Manning’s theory and
suggest that the dominant role in DNA stiﬀness and shape is
played by electrostatic eﬀects.8,9
Hence, there is an apparent controversy found within both
theoretical predictions and experimental interpretations regarding the fundamental issue of whether electrostatic self-repulsion
or base-pair stacking is primarily responsible for DNA’s stiﬀness.
MD simulations represent yet another approach which can be
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used to probe diﬀerent aspects of DNA electrostatics and
ﬂexibility. For example, while experimental measurements of
the persistence length of the Manning’s ‘null isomer’ require
novel sophisticated chemistry,1 simulating a hypothetical neutral
DNA chain is straightforward within an MD approach. Alternatively, one could reach the ‘null isomer’ by continuously
reducing the charges along the DNA backbone. In this Communication, we model such charge-altered DNA systems with MD
techniques, which provides new insights into the comparative
strengths of DNA electrostatics and base-pair stacking forces.
Ideally, a DNA molecule immersed in a salty aqueous
solution has to be studied on atomistic level. It has recently
been demonstrated in our studies10,11 that there are substantial
diﬀerences between more exact all-atomistic (AA) MD simulations of DNA systems and the predictions from standard
models of continuum electrostatics, such as Poisson Boltzmann
theory, whose concepts are used in coarser DNA models.
However, AA MD simulations are only practical while dealing
with a moderate number of particles, which is, at present, on the
order of 100 000. At the same time, to faithfully measure
persistence length of the DNA, a segment of at least ∼150 base
pairs (one persistence length) has to be simulated. This means
that a simulation box of several tens of nanometers in linear size
will possess a very large number of particles (tens of millions),
mainly due to water and mobile ions. Thus, a simpliﬁed yet
suﬃciently accurate coarse-grained DNA model capable of
capturing important aspects of system’s electrostatics and conformational dynamics must be used.
Recently, we developed such a two-bead CG model for the
double-stranded DNA with explicit mobile ions3 (see Figure 1).
It was systematically derived from fully atomistic AMBER10
MD simulations making use of the previously developed
Molecular Renormalization Group Coarse Graining (MRGCG) technique.12,13 This approach ensures that complex local
dynamics for both DNA and mobile ions, as well as the coupling
between DNA conformational dynamics and ionic ﬂuctuations,
accurately match the corresponding motions in the underlying allatom model. Particularly, many important aspects of ionic atmosphere around DNA, including hydration eﬀects and long-range
spatial correlations, were faithfully reproduced. The obtained CG
model produced quantitative agreement with experimental data
on the dependence of DNA persistence length on the ionic
strength of the solution, which is very diﬃcult to achieve with
both atomistic and CG models of DNA.3
To address the problem of the present study, our CG model
can readily serve as a starting point in the following numerical
“Gedankenexperiment”: charges of DNA nucleotides are continuously reduced from their normal values of 1 up to complete
neutralization, which is the equivalent to morphing the regular
DNA molecule into the Manning’s ’null isomer’, or fully uncharged DNA. We carry out such transformation without change
of solvation, that is, at the same ionic concentration corresponding to physiological conditions. DNA’s persistence length is then
measured every incremental step of the residual charge reduction
to ﬁnd out what role is played by electrostatics in regulating DNA
rigidity. It should be noted that this approach is rather diﬀerent
from the usual alternative of keeping DNA intact and changing
the salt concentration. The new approach allows for the decomposition of the total DNA persistence length into electrostatic
and inherent nonelectrostatic contributions. We test the numerical values for both contributions as predicted by OSF and
Manning’s theories against our MD simulation results. We refer
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Figure 2. (A) Variation of persistence length (PL) as a function of
DNA’s residual charge, observed with our CG-DNA-CN approach. The
error bars represent standard deviations. (B) Electrostatic and nonelectrostatic portions of the DNA’s PL obtained from diﬀerent theoretical approaches: Manning’s theory,6 CG-DNA-CN and AA-DNA-FNCG computational approaches developed in this study, and OSF
theory.4 Electrostatic PL is given by a diﬀerence between PLs of the
normally charged and fully neutralized DNA segments. Our results
suggest that both electrostatic and nonelectrostatic eﬀects play essential
role in mediating DNA stiﬀness, contrary to predictions from OSF and
Manning’s theories (see panel B). CG-DNA-CN approach and a more
sophisticated AA-DNA-FN-CG approach give virtually the same results,
indicating that DNA electrostatic and nonelectrostatic interactions are
not strongly coupled.

to this approach as CG-DNA-CN (Coarse-Grained DNA, Continuous Neutralization), to distinguish it from yet another
technique used in this study (see below).
We also carried out independent simulations at very detailed
atomistic level, with explicit water, where we neutralized DNA in
a single step (mimicking the ‘null isomer of DNA’), followed by
coarse-graining to measure the resulting persistence length. This
CG model is structurally analogous to the 2-bead model depicted
in the Figure 1. Again, our MRG-CG technique was used for this
purpose. We call this second approach the AA-DNA-FN-CG
(Atomistic DNA, Full Neutralization, followed by CoarseGraining). Additional atomistic simulations allow us to (1) ﬁnd
out whether there is an agreement with the results from CGDNA-CN, and (2) investigate potential coupling between electrostatic and nonelectrostatic interactions, for example mediated
through solvent.
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By combining CG-DNA-CN and AA-DNA-FN-CG approaches, we can answer the following questions: (1) what is
the character of the dependence for the DNA persistence length
on the DNA residual charge (monotonous, smooth, etc.)? (2)
how do electrostatic and nonelectrostatic forces balance each
other in maintaining DNA rigidity, that is, what are the quantitative measures for the electrostatic and nonelectrostatic portions
of the DNA persistence length and how they agree with the
predictions from OSF and Manning’s theories?
Details on preparation and MD simulation of the atomistic
DNA systems are elaborated in the Supporting Information (SI).
In short, neutral DNA was prepared by adding a proton to the
negatively charged phosphate group of each nucleic acid base of
the all-atom 32 base-pair DNA segment, resulting in a zero total
net charge for each base (see SI-1). Modiﬁed nucleic acid
residues were constructed using the antechamber package14
from the AMBER suite19 with the Restricted Electrostatic
Potential (RESP) technique.15 Quantum calculations were performed in the Gaussian Suite.20 The reﬁned AMBER Parmbsc0
force ﬁeld for nucleic acids16 and the TIP3P model17 for the
water, as well as the recently developed force ﬁeld for alkali and
halide monovalent ions,18 were used to set up AA MD simulations. After suﬃcient equilibration of the all-atom system, MRGCG technique was utilized to derive an accurate CG model.
Additional description of the MRG-CG technique, as well as the
MD simulation protocol of CG systems is provided in the
Supporting Information.
The central result of the present study is shown in Figure 2.
The upper panel demonstrates how the persistence length of
DNA varies with the change of the DNA’s residual charge, as
follows from the CG-DNA-CN approach. As expected, DNA
becomes softer when the residual charge drops to zero. What is
particularly interesting is that the persistence lengths of the
normal and uncharged DNA molecules diﬀer by ∼17 nm, the
result which supports predictions from neither OSF nor Manning’s theories and suggests a “crossover” regime of the DNA
conformational dynamics with respect to these two opposite
limiting cases. Speciﬁcally, electrostatic persistence length of the
DNA constitutes ∼35% of the total value (contrary to the ∼10%
and ∼86% predicted by OSF and Manning’s theories, respectively). Our MD simulation ﬁndings indicate that both
electrostatic and nonelectrostatic interactions play important,
comparable roles in maintaining DNA rigidity. Thus, there is no
overwhelmingly dominant contribution to the DNA rigidity but
rather a ﬁne balance of electrostatic and nonelectrostatic forces.
The lower panel of Figure 2 represents an illustrative comparison of predictions from diﬀerent theories for the interplay
between DNA’s electrostatic and nonelectrostatic eﬀects, including that from the second, AA-DNA-FN-CG approach. Following
the preceding discussion, the latter approach, which is more
laborious compared to CG-DNA-CN, is expected to produce a
more reliable quantitative estimate for electrostatic and nonelectrostatic contributions to the DNA persistence length. The
persistence length of the CG “null isomer of DNA” devised from
AA-DNA-FN-CG approach appeared to be smaller by ∼15 nm
than that of the normally charged DNA. The value obtained is
close to the previously mentioned diﬀerence of ∼17 nm which
suggests that DNA electrostatic and nonelectrostatic interactions
are not strongly coupled.
In summary, MD simulations of accurate CG DNA models,
which were systematically derived from fully atomistic MD
simulations, enabled an estimation of the relative contributions
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of electrostatic and nonelectrostatic (elastic) forces to DNA’s
stiﬀness at physiological conditions. Contrary to predictions
from both the OSF theory and Manning’s approach for description of the DNA rigidity, the importance of these eﬀects appeared
to be on similar footing. Our ﬁndings suggest that the current
theoretical view of DNA ﬂexibility may be in need of a major
overhaul and, furthermore, additional experiments may be
necessary to quantitatively investigate the extent of electrostatic
and nonelectrostatic contributions to DNA’s persistent length.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to explore this question
when DNA sequence is varied, since it is possible that certain
sequences may favor nonelectrostatic contribution to larger or
smaller degrees. Our current CG model of DNA is averaged over
DNA’s sequence; hence, sequence speciﬁc models need to be
developed to investigate this question. At the same time, the
model used in the present study is appropriate when making
comparisons to well-recognized theories for DNA rigidity (such
as OSF, Manning and others), which consider no sequencedependent eﬀects. Some of these sequence-independent theories
are widely used to interpret the experimental data on ﬂexibility of
various DNA chains.
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